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Hot Chilli Slot Review
The Hot Chilli online slot is an oriental game that plays out on
a 3x3 grid designed  to look like a pot. This game was developed by Pragmatic Play and
comes with just 9 paylines. Players can  trigger a win with the help of the hot chilli
wild symbols that land on the reels.
When you play Hot  Chilli slot online, the tofu
symbol acts as the scatter and will even payout when only one lands on the  reel. This
game has limited bonus features other than those, but the interesting gameplay makes it
worth a spin.
Pick out  the Ingredients
The Hot Chilli slot machine is another great
game developed by Pragmatic Play, a well-known name with plenty of  game at the best
online casinos. Typically, Pragmatic Play slots look more traditional but the3x3 grid
that brings ingredients to  the surface is interesting.
When you play Hot Chilli for
free, you’ll notice the unique design. The high-value symbols include a  range of hot
chillies, each with multipliers. The low-value symbols are the ingredients such as
beef, shrimp, corn and tofu.  The hot chilli symbol is the wild in this game and each
winning symbol will be picked out of the  pot with chopsticks.
Carefully Adjust Your
Stakes
In the Hot Chilli online slot, there are 3 reels and 9 paylines across these.
 The minimum stake per spin is 0.06 credits and the maximum is 45. It is possible to
adjust both the  coin value and the number of coins per line.
Pragmatic Play states that
this game has medium to high volatility, while  the RTP stands at 96.5%, which is around
average for other mobile slots for real money that we have tried.
Symbol  Three on a
Payline Four on a Payline Five on a Payline 2x, 5x, 2x - - 555.5x 2x, 4x,  2x - - 333.5x
2x, 3x, 2x - - 222.5x 2x, 2x, 2x - - 111.5x Shrimp - - 11.1x  Meat - - 8.3x Shrimp/Meat
- - 5.5x Beef - - 3.3x Mushroom - - 2.2x Corn - - 1.1x  Any Mushroom, Corn, Beef - -
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0.5x Tofu 0.2x 0.5x 1.1x
Trigger the Tofu Scatter
In the Hot Chilli slot machine, the
 chilli symbol is the wild. This can land anywhere on the reels and will substitute for
all symbols except for  the tofu. This is the main feature within the game so make sure
to look out for it.
The tofu symbol  in this slot acts as a scatter and can payout for
landing just one on the reels at once. Details  of this can be found on the
paytable.
Great Games for Food Lovers
Did you enjoy playing the Hot Chilli slot machine
 as much as we did? If so, check out some of our favorite similar games below, we're
sure you'll find  something that satisfies your tastebuds!
Food Fight slot by RTG Games
comes with 9 paylines and has a jackpot of 4,000  credits. This game is full of fun and
has some interesting bonus features. Players should look out for the ice  cream scatter
bonus that can trigger a further random bonus reward.
Another developer that has tried
out a food theme is  Yoyougaming in their Super Food slot. In this game, there are 6
paylines and a jackpot of 20,000 credits. Look  out for the bomb prize as this can offer
extra bonuses and fill the reels with additional symbols.
Both of these  games are a lot
of fun so make sure to give them a try.
Try It Today
The Hot Chilli slot machine  is a
really interesting game and we loved how the wins were awarded. The chopsticks
appearing on the screen added  something different and the small reels kept things
simple. Pragmatic Play has stepped outside of its comfort zone and this  came across
well in this game.
Overall, this game gets a big thumbs up from us and we think you'll
love  it too. So, what are you waiting for? Make sure to play Hot Chilli slot online
today at one of  our top-rated online casinos today!  
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